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INTRODUCTION 
In their well-known theory of singular integrals on R", Calder6n and 
Zygmund [2] obtained the boundedness of certain convolution operators on 
R" which generalize the Hilbert transform on R ~. Thus, we know that if 
T(f) =f ,  K and K(x) is defined on R" and satisfies the analogous estimates 
that 1Ix satisfies on R l, namely 
C 
]K(x)I x< ]x ] " '  (1) 
£~ K(x) dx = O, 0 < a < fl, (2) 
<lxl</3 
and 
fx~ >~,~ [K(x + h) - K(x)f dx <~ C, for all h 4= 0, (3) 
then T is bounded on LP(R ") for 1 < p < m. 
Furthermore, if (3) is replaced by somewhat stronger assumptions such as 
[VK(x)l ~< C/Ix]" + 1, and if we define T~, the truncated singular integral, by 
T~(f) =f ,  (KZixl >~) then one can obtain the maximal estimates 
[I sup [TJ(x)] IlL, < Cp [[fl[r., 
e>0 
l<p<m,  
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Later, Hunt, Muckenhoupt, and Wheeden (see also [3]) proved weighted 
norm versions of the Calder6n-Zygmund results, that is, estimates of the 
form 
fR [ TflPw dx <. C ~R [f[Pw dx, 
where w satisfies the so-called A p condition. 
Now, if we take the space R n × R m along with the two parameter family 
of dilations (x, y)-~ (J~x, J2Y), x E R n, y ~ R m, fii > 0, instead of the usual 
one-parameter dilations, we are led to consider operators which generalize 
the double Hilbert transform on R 2, H( f )=f .  1/xy. The boundedness 
properties of H are, in general, very easy to obtain by an iteration argument. 
But if we consider operators Tf =f ,  K where K is defined on R n X R m and 
satisfies all the analogous estimates to those satisfied by 1/xy, but cannot he 
written in the form Kl(x ) • K2(y ) then the arguments which deal with H fail. 
In [6] one of us gave conditions on the kernel K analogous to (1), (2), and 
(3), but in the product setting, which guarantee that the operator T is 
bounded on LV(R" × Rm). Here we want to elaborate these results and 
present further theorems on singular integrals in product domains which 
correspond to the weighted norm inequalities and the maximal inequalities 
for truncated singular integrals on R n. From this it is evident that many 
results for classical singular integrals can be extended to the product 
situation at hand. 
Our assumptions on the kernel K = K(x, y), ((x, y)~ R~× Rm), will in 
each case be weaker versions of the following basic assumptions, given by a 
"cancellation" property and a "size" property, namely 
f~ K(x, y) dx = 0 
< Ixl <B 
for all 0 < a < fl, and y C R m, 
and (C.0) 
fa< K(x, y) dy = 0 for all 0 < v < fl, and x E R". lYl</3 
ax" c3y~ K(x, y) ~A~,~ Ixl - ' - '<  [yl-,,,-t~l. (s.0) 
In Section 1 we deal with conditions on K (the most general we assume) 
that guarante the boundedness in L 2. Next, under somewhat stronger 
assumptions, we show the L p boundedness in Section 2, and its weighted 
version in Section 3. Section 4 deals with the maximal inequalities for L u, 
and in Section 5 some results for L log + L are presented. Section 6 will deal 
with a class of examples which illustrate part of the theory. 
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It should be pointed out that the complexity of the methods in Sections 4
and 5 is due in part to difficulties which are characteristic of the situation 
arising in product domains: the comparison of regularized singular integrals 
with their truncations, and the distinction between standard truncations and 
smooth truncations. 
1. L 2 EST IMATES 
Suppose K(x, y) is a function on R n × R m, locally integrable away from 
the cross {x = 0} U {y = 0}. Define 
AlhK(x, y) = K(x + h, y) -- K(x, y), 
a~K(x, y) =/c(x, y + ~) -K(x, y), 
and 
1,2 1 2 A h,k(K ) = A h(A k(K) ). 
Let us consider the following "cancellation" and "size" properties: 
(a) ;f,~ K(x, y) dx dy <~ A, a l l0<a l<a 2, 
l< Ixl < £1~2' 31 < lYl <62 
0 <fl, <flz, (C.1) 
(b) IfK1(x ) = ;6 K(x, y) dy, then 
I<IYI<B2 
fjxf <~ Ixl IKj(x)l dx ~ Ar, and Ixl > zlhl Ih L gl(x)l dx ~ A ; 
A similar condition holds with K2(y ) = fal < fxl <a2 K(x, y) dx replacing K 1 . 
(a) ff~<o,~<~lxllYllg(x'y)ldxdy~AW" 0<r<oo,
0<p< oo, (S.1) 
(b) flyl<oflxl~21nl [yl [AlhK(x, y)l dx dy ~Ap, 
with a similar condition for A~ 
p>O, 
(c) ffj 1,2 I~ h.kK(x, Y)J ,iX ay <. A. 
x[ ~ 2[h[,[ y[ >~ 2lk[ 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose K is integrable on Rn× R m and satisfies the 
properties (C. 1) and (S. 1). Then 
with the constant X depending only on A (and not on the L ~ norm of K). 
Proof. We remark that the assumptions on K are dilation invariant in the 
sense that t~ln~2mK(X/t~l, Y/~2) satisfies the same assumptions as K (with 
the same constant A), independently of 3~, 32 > 0. Thus to prove the theorem 
which is equivalent to Ig(~,r/)l ~<.4, it suffices to show this when I~l = 
tr / l= 1. To do this write R(~,~l)=ffK(x,y)ei(~'~+Y'n)dxdy= 
I + II + III + IV. 
Here I is the result of integrating over the set {Ixl > a0, lyl > 10}, I I  over 
the set {Ix] ~< 10, ]y[ > 10; I I I  over the set {Ixl > 10, [yl ~< 1o}; and IV over 
the set {Ixl ~< 10, lYl ~< 10}. 
To estimate I I I  we write it as 
f l  K(x, y)[e iy'n -- 1] e ix'~ dx dy 
x l~ 10,[yl~<10 
+ fl K(x, y)e i~'t dx dy = III~ +I I I  2. 
"1 x l )10 ,1Y l<10 
For I I I  1 we observe that 
i 1 I [K(x 'y) - -K(x+n~'Y) le iX 'gdx xl~>~0K(x, y) e ~'~ dx =-T  ~l>~o 
O--n~<lxl ~< lO+zr 
To finish the estimate for 1111 we need only insert the estimate [e ;y 'n -  11~< 
c lY]. For I I I  2, with K~(x)=flyl<loK(X, y)dy, we have 
f 1 I [K l (X+n~)-Kl (x)]e iX ' tdx ixl :~ lo Kl(x) e i~'~ dx =-~-  xl>/10 
+ 0 (flo_~< x <<.lO+ IK'(x)ldx )" 
Using our assumptions then leads to the desired control of III. 
The estimate for II is the same as that for I I I ,  but with x and y reversed. 
To estimate IV we consider 
eiX'g etY'" : (e ix'g -- 1)(e iy'" -- 1) + (e ~x'g -- 1) + (e iy'n -- 1) + 1, 
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and then our required bound follows directly from (C.1) (a) and (b) and 
(s.1)(a). 
To estimate I we observe that 
eiX. ~ elY. ~ ~ _e i (x  4- (~t/2)~) •~ ei(Y 4- (~/2)rl) • 7/ 
and argue as in the case of III. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
From the theorem we shall deduce the existence of the corresponding 
singular integrals in the L 2 norm as a limit of truncated integrals. 
If the kernel K is given we shall write 
K~(x, y )= K(x, y) if e~ < lxl < N~, 82 < lYl < Nz, 
K~(x, y) = 0 otherwise, 
where 8 = (81 , 82), N = (N1,  N2). 
COROLLARY. Suppose K is locally integrable away from the cross 
{Ixl = 0} • {lyl = 0}, and K satisfies (C.1) and (S.1). Then 
(a) The operators T J ( f )=f  , K~ are bounded in L = with a bound 
independent of e and N. 
(b) I f  in addition f fK~(x ,y )dxdy ,  f~2<pyl<~K~(x,y)dy, and 
f=, < i xl < 6, K~(x, y )dx  converge (a.e.) to limits as e ~ 0 and N ~ ~,  then for 
every fE  L 2, limN_,o~,,_,0 T~(f)---- Tf exists in the L2(R n × R m) norm and 
f ~ T(f )  is bounded operator. 
Proof Part (a) of the corollary follows from the theorem, observing that 
by simple calculations, K~ is globally integrable and satisfies the condition 
(C. 1) and (S. 1) with an A independent of e and N. 
To prove (b), it suffices to show that T~(f) converges (as e~ o0, N~ m) 
in the L 2 for a dense subset ofL2(R n × Rm). For this purpose consider those 
f of the form fm(x)fE(y), where f/ are smooth and of compact support. 
Assuming as we may that e l ,82<2 and N1,N2>2,  then T~(f) can be 
written as a sum of four terms. The first term is 
~ K(s, t) f~(x -- s) f2( y -- t) ds dt. 
l<  Isl ~ 2,$2 <~ Irl ~<2 
We write 
f , (x  -- s) f2(y -- t) = (f,(x -- s) -- f ,(x))(f2(y -- t) - f2(Y)) 
+ f,(x)[f2(Y -- t) -- fE(Y)] + [fl( x - -  S )  - -  f l  (X)] f2(Y) + fl(X) f2(Y)" 
Inserting this in the above we get four integrals. In view of the smoothness of 
f l  and f2 and the conditions we have assumed on K, the result of all of this is 
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dominated by a fixed bounded function of compact support, and the limit as 
e ~ 0 and N ~ m exists for each x and y. 
A second term is 
K(s, t) fa(x -- s) f z (y  -- t) ds dt. f~2.< Isl ~<Nl,e2 ~< Irl < 2 
This term can be easily dominated by 
F2(y) ~lt, <2 I/[-m+l dt X Is,>2 {sl-n [fl(X --S)[ ds, 
where F 2 is a bounded function of bounded support. Thus we obtain a 
domination (independent of e and N) by a function which belongs to each 
LP(R" × Rm), p > 1; and again the limits as e -~ 0 and N~ oo exist a.e. The 
other two terms are handled in a similar way, and the proof of the corollary 
is concluded. 
Incidentally we have shown that T~(f)  converges in L p norm and almost 
everywhere as e ~ 0 and N~ m, whenever f is of the special form used 
above. 
2. L p ESTIMATES 
We can already obtain non-trivial L v results from Theorem 1. One may 
argue as follows: Suppose, e.g., that K satisfies the cancellation and size 
conditions in the simplified form described in the introduction, i.e., 
and 
fa<lxl<3 
~oL< [y[ </3 
K(x, y) dx = 0 
K(x, y) dy = 0 
for all 0<a<f l  and y~R '~, 
for all 0<a<f l  and xER ", 
K(x, y) Ixl lyl -m-I~l 
Then if ]a ' [= la  I, and [fl'[=lfl[, then kernels (c~+~/3x'~c~y ~) 
(x '~'9'K(x, y)) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Hence 
and so R is a multiplier satisfying a variant of the Marcinkiewicz multiplier 
theorem. 
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We prefer, however, to pursue another line of reasoning which has the 
advantage of requiring nearly "minimal" smoothness conditions on the 
kernel, and so will also be applicable in Section 4 below. 
Here we impose on K the cancellation and smoothness conditions 
somewhat stronger than those of the previous ection. We assume that there 
exists a fixed r/> 0, so that 
(a) [ff~,l<Exi<,2,~l<iyl<&K(x, y) dxdyl <~A. 
(b) If KI(x) = f~,<l,l<~2 "K(x,y) dy then 
I~J~Kl(X)l ~A Ihl ~ Ixl-"-" for Ixl > 2 Ihl, with a 
K2(Y) = fa l< Ixl <,~2 K(x, y) dx. 
(a) IK(x, Y)I ~<A [xl-" [Yl-m. (S.2) 
(b) IA lhg(x ,y ) l<~Alh l ' l x [ - ' - ' l Y l  -~  if Ix l>21hl with a similar 
condition on A2kK(X, y). 
(c) [AL:~K(x,y)I<~A(IhIIkD'IxI "- ' ly[ -m-" if ]xl~>2lh l, [yl~> 
21kl. 
(c.2) 
IKI(X)I ~ A Ixl% 
similar condition for 
THEOREM 2. Suppose K is integrable on RnxR m and satisfies (C.2) and 
(S.2) above. Then 
Jlf* KflL,(R.×Rm) GAp [IfIIL~(R'×Rm), 1 < p < oo, 
with Ap depending only on A and p. 
Proof The idea of the proof is to compare appropriate square functions 
o f f  and f*  K. Such ideas have been used before (see [11] and Calder6n and 
Torchinsky [1] for some further variants). The situation we deal with 
here--that of proving estimates with minimal smoothness assumptions, and 
also weighted L p estimates in the following sections--all these require a new 
twist to the argument. 
Let ~,(1) be a non-trivial radial C °~ function on R" supported inside the 
unit ball, with fa, l/l(1)(X) dx = 0, and let V (2) have similar properties on R m. 
Set qt(x, y )= Iff(1)(x) • ~A2)(y) and ~,s,t(x, y)= s-nt-mql(x/s, y/t), for s,t > O. 
Define 
S=o(f)( x, Y) = If * Ws,t(x, y)l 2 ds dt 
st 
We show first that 
A; [If IlL, ~< IIso(f)l[r, ~< A; HfI[L,, 1 <p < oo. (2.1) 
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To do this define a function F: R" × R m ~L2((0, oo)(dt/t)) by F(x, y)(t) = 
f(x, .) * ~,I2)(y). Then it is clear if we define 
f0 ~ (1) 2 ds S~,(F)(x, y) = IF(., y) • ~,, (x)[L~,)-7 
we have 
s~( f )  -- so, (F). 
But if y is fixed, then So, acts on F(., y) in the x-variable like a classical 
singular integral (acting on L 2-space-valued functions). We have therefore 
f S~,(f)(x, y)dx ~ c f [F]22u)(x, y)dx. (2.2) 
But 
iF(x ' 2 f?  2,x, y~,Z dt Y)]L~t) = $2~2(f)( x, Y) = If * qJt I. )l -7. 
So integrating (2.2) in y we have 
ff. S~(f)dxdy ~c ~R" (~R, X~2(f)dY) dx. 
But again by the standard inequalities 
f.os~(i)(x,y)dy<.c, f.o I~(x, y)L" dy, 
and intergrating in x shows that the right half of (2.1) holds. To prove the 
converse inequality we proceed by the usual duality argument, once we 
observe that, 
ff So(f)S,(g)dxdy>/c I~f f(x, y) g(x, y)dxdy , (2.3) 
which follows from the identity 
ff ~cf~x, y~ a~ ay =~ ff IJ(~, y~l ~ ~x ~y, 
and which in turn is a consequence of the Plancherel theorem and the fact 
that 
[V)(~s, t/t)] 2 s t - c', all ~, q. 
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Besides using the square function S,  we shall also need the variant S*** 
for which is course the same kind of results hold. 
Now we can estimate S***(Tf): 
ds dt 
S2o,o(Tf)( x, Y) = ( (  I T f  * q/st * q/s,(X, y)f 
J:s ,t>O st 
ds dt 
= ( (  I f  * q/st * K * q/st(X, y)l 2 
:as ,t>o st 
claim that I f  * q/s,t * K * q/s,t(x, Y)I ~< CMs( f  * q/st)( x, Y) where M s is 
strong maximal operator on R" XR m. In fact, if ~(x ,y )= 
To prove (2.4), we assume first that both Ixl and lyl t> 1. Now 
and write 
(K * q/)(x, y) = ~ K(x + u, y + v) q/l(u) V2(v) du dv, 
Thus 
SO 
K(x + u, y + v) 1,2 =Au,vK(x, y) --A~K)(x, y) (A2vK)(x, y) + K(x, y). 
Insert this in the above and observe that the last three terms give a zero 
contribution to the integral, because 
(K • q/)(x, y)--  (I 1,2 [Au,vK(x, y)] q/l(U) q/2(v) d/~ dv 
dd 
JK • q/(x, Y)I ~ C Jxl-"-" lYl -m-',  
by condition (S.2)(c). 
If Ix[ ~< 2 and ly[ >/2 we write (K • q/)(x, y) as 
f l  K(u, y -- v) q/l( x -- u) q/2(v) du dv = I + II + III, 
ul~<3 
(2.4) ]K • q/(x, y)[ ~< C~(x, y). 
We 
the 
1/(1 + Ixf+n)(1 + lyl re+n) then (2.3) follows by a dilation argument and the 
estimate 
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where 
I=~f  [K(u,y-v) -K(u,y) ] [gt l (X-U) - -gt l (X)  ] ~2(v)dudv, 
lu l<2 
II = f;I,,1<3 [K(u, y - v) - K(u, y)] Iffl(X ) I//2(u ) du dr, 
and 
rg  
III JJ K(u, y) Vx2(x -- u) ~g2(v) du dv. 
lu[<3 
Now III vanishes because f V/2(v)dv = O, and I and II are easily estimated 
by C ]yl -m-", The case when Ix[/> 2, l yl ~< 2, and I xl < 2, l yl < 2 are 
treated similarly, thus proving (2.4). 
It follows that 
S~ ,o(Tf)(x, y) <~ C ( (  M2s(f • gq,t)(x, y) 
ds d___.~t 
a., s ,t>o st 
What remains is to use the norm inequality 
ds dt 11/2 
st ] IlLs 
(2.5) 
The right side of this last inequality is just I1So(f)H~ <~ C HfH/~, and we are 
done. But (2.5) in its discrete form is just a version of the vector maximal 
theorem of C. Fefferman and Stein [5]: 
k 
after an iteration. 
We now pass to the existence of the corresponding singular integrals 
arising by "truncation" (when we drop the assumption that K is globally 
integrable). As opposed to the L z case considered previously the nature of 
our problem makes it more difficult to consider truncation by sharp cut-offs. 
The consideration of these cut-offs (in the context of dominated convergence) 
will be treated later in section 4. Here we shall deal with smooth cut-offs, 
and for this purpose let ~0~ be a C ~° function on R" which is a radial, 
vanishes near x = 0, and is = 1 Ixl > 1. Let 02 be defined similarly. Set 
g~(x, y) = K(x, y) (ol(x/el)(1 -- q~l(x/N1) ~oz(yie2)(1 -- ~o2(y/N2) ). 
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COROLLARY. Suppose K is locally integrable away from the cross 
{x = 0} U {y = 0}, and satisfies the conditions (C.2) and (S.2). Then, 
(a) The operators 77~(f) = f ,~N are bounded on L p, 1 < p < ~,  with 
bounds independent of e and N. 
(b) I f  in addition fJ,l<lxr<~,~2<fyl<~ /~N(x, y) dx dy, 
l 2<,y,<~2/£~(x, y)dy and t" l<,xl <~1/~N(x, y)dx 
converge (a.e.) to limits as e~O and N~ ~ then for every f EL  p, 
lim~,0.N_~o~ 7 f = T(f) exists in the L p norm, and f ~ T(f) is a bounded 
operator on LP(R n × Rm). 
Remark. The limiting operator T is independent of the cur-offs used to 
define it; and in the case p = 2, T agrees with the operator defined by sharp 
cut-offs in Section 1. 
The proof of the corollary is very similar to that of the analogous 
corollary to Theorem 1. The main point again is that if K satisfies (C.2) and 
(S.2) then/~ is globally integrable and satisfies (C.2) and (S.2) with bounds 
independent of e and N, as an easy calculation shows. This argument also 
shows that the limit is independent of the particular cut-off used. 
3. THE WEIGHTED L p CASE 
We recall that a function w(x)~ 0 defined on R" satisfies the condition 
Ap(R"), 1 < p < oo if 
1 ~ w(x) dx 1 -~/~P-~) dx N (3.1) ]Qf --~ (w(x)) <~ 
for some N < oo, and all cubes Q. 
As is well known, the necessary and sufficient condition that the ine- 
quality 
~R" IT1f(x)IP W(X) dx ~ C ~R, If(x)IP W(X) dx (3.2) 
holds forvery standard singular integral operator T1 is that w satisfies (3.1). 
For the basic facts about Ap(R") weights that we need, see the presentation 
in Coifman and C. Fefferman [3]. 
For our purposes we shall define the weight class Ap(R" × R m) to consist 
of all w(x, y) so that for fixed y E R", x~ w(x, y) is in Ap(R") and has Ap 
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norm (the least N in (3.1)) bounded independently of y, with a similar 
condition for the functions y -~ w(x, y), uniformly in x E R n. 
With this definition we are in a position to state our result. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose W EAp(R n ×R'~), and that K satisfies the 
assumptions (C.2) and (S.2) of Theorem2. Then the conclusions of 
Theorem 2 and its corollary hold if the unweighted space L p is replaced 
throughout by LP(w(x, y) dx dy). 
We shall present he proof of this theorem by showing how the various 
elements of Theorem 2 extend to the weighted case. 
Let us return to (3.2). Observe that if T 2 is a standard singular integral on 
R m (acting on the y variable) then we have 
jf [(T1T2f)(x, y)l p w(x, y) dx dy <~ C ~ If(x, y)[" w(x, y) dx dy, (3.3) 
whenever w(x, y) E Ap(R" X Rm). 
In fact by (3.2) we have for each y E R m 
fR, [(T~f)(x, y) f  w(x, y)dx <~ C JR" If(x, y)lPw(x, y) dx 
with C independent of y. Now an integration in y shows that 
IS i(Tlf)(x' y)f w(x, y) dx dy <~ C f If(x, y)f w(x, y) dx dy 
and a repetition of this argument (with x and y intercahnged) applied to 
(Tlf)(x, y) gives (3.3). A similar argument also shows that 
SS (Ms(f)(x' y))p w(x, y) dx dy <~ C SS If(x, Y)I; w(x, y) dx dy (3.4) 
since Ms(f)<~M~(M2(f)), where M r and M 2 are the standard maximal 
functions in the x and y variables, respectively. 
Next we turn to the consideration of the square functions used in the proof 
of Theorem 2. In fact what we observed there can be restated as 
So(f )(x, Y)) = IT 1 T2(f)(x, Y)], 
where T~ is a standard (L 2 space-valued) singular integral acting on the x- 
variable, and similarly T 2 is a standard (L 2 space-valued) singular integral 
acting on the y-variable. Thus by (3.3) 
II So(f)llL,,w, <~ C IIf[IL,(w~, 1 < p < oo, 
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when w C Ap(R n X Rm). The converse inequality I[f[l~w) ~< C I1 sJf)ll~(w) 
follows as in the unweighted case from (2.3) and the observation that 
WEAp(R nXR m) if and only if w-1/<P- 'EAq(R  n×R m) with 
liP + 1/q = 1. 
A final fact we need is contained in the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose w @ Ap(R n X Rm), then 
Proof As in the inequalities discussed earlier it suffices to prove the 
corresponding inequality for the x-variable and y-variable separately and 
then use the iteration argument as above. So we are reduced to showing that 
/ \ p/2 \ p/2 
f.~ I~ M~c'~" ) w~x~x <.~ fR~ (~ I~x,l~) ~x~x ~ ~ 
if w CAp(R"), 1 < p < oo. 
We shall show that 
1/2 1/2) 
w .< ol 
4 C~6W t (Z (Mlfk)2)l/2 
for some 6 > 0. From this it follows that 
lp/2 
fRn l Z M~(fk) w dx ~C fRn 
by the scalar weighted Maximal Theorem 
> a I (3.6) 
if w E A p and combining the last two inequalities, our proof of (3.5) would 
be complete. 
So what remains is the proof of the inequality (3.6). Set 
"Q 11/2 
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Decompose $2 into Whitney cubes Qj. We must show that 
I1/2 Z f~ 7a  1010o  [( )1 1/2 I < c~,IQ~. 
(3.7) 
To be more precise: if w E Ap(R")then w E Aoo(R" ), i.e., 
w(E V3Q) <~ C { m(EC3Q) ~ 
w(Q) \ m(-~ 
for some C > 0, ~ > 0, and all cubes Q; moreover, C and 6 depend only on 
the Ap norm of w. Thus from (3.7) follows the analogous inequality with m 
replaced by w (and 7 by 7~). Adding these inequalities would prove (3.6). 
To do this definef~ =fk  "Z0~ c (Qj is the dilate of Q1 be a factor of 4) and 
fo = fk - f~. The key observation is that if a function g >/0 lives outside Q 
and x, y C Q c R" then ma(g)(x) ~ 5"ma(g)(y). Apply this to M~(f°). We 
know that in the double of Qj there is an x 0 so that {Y~ mZ(fk)} t/Z(Xo)<~ a. 
Since fo lives outside Ok, Mf°k(x) ~ 5"Mf°(xo), x E Qj, and so 
1Z I ''2 (Mf~)Z(x) <~ 5"a, x C Qj. 
As for {~ (Mf~} 1/2, by the vector maximal theorem on L 1, 
i1/2 m Ix ] l ~(Mf~) 2 >a l~C l~ ,(f~k)2l 1/2 L'" 
And we have 1/IOklfO~{~f~}'/2dx~a if we assume M(lY~f~} 1/2) 
(x~) < ?a for some x~ E Qj. It follows that m{{2 (Mf~)2} ~/2 > a} <~ C7 IQjI 
and this finishes the proof of (3.7) and with it the proof of our lemma and 
hence our theorem follows. 
It is important o observe (for the later application in the proof of 
Theorem 4 below) that all our theorems hold in the case of Hilbert space- 
valued functions. 
4. MAXIMAL THEOREMS FOR L p 
We assume that K is locally integrable away from the cross 
{x=0} U {y=0} and satisfies the size assumptions (S.2)described at the 
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beginning of Section 2. Instead of the cancellation assumed there we are 
forced to assume the stronger condition that 
f,, K(x, y) dx = ~t 3 K(x, y) dy = O, 
1< ]Xl<O~2 I<]YI</]2 
all 0<a~<a z, 0<f l l<f l z .  
We write K~(x, y )=K(x ,y) [ l -Z , , (x ) ] [ l - )¢ ,2(y) ]  with e= (e,, e2), and 
Z,,(x) the characteristic function of the ball ]x I ~< el, and a similar definition 
for X,~(Y). 
Set T,(f) = f * K,. 
THEOREM 4. For 1 < p < oo 
[Isup l T,(f)(x, Y)II[LP(R"xRm) ~'~ Cp I[f[IL,~R.× Rm). c 
(4.1) 
Remarks. (i) The result also applies to the doubly truncated operators 
7~, since these can be expressed as linear combinations of the T,. 
(ii) Since we have already observed that lim6_~o.,_,ooT~(f)(x,y ) 
converges almost everywhere for a dense class of f ,  the results implies the 
existence almost everywhere of these integrals on L p. 
(iii) All these results go over without any change to LP(w), with 
wEAP(R"  × Rm). 
Proof We find it convenient to make the following preliminary technical 
preparation. Suppose ~Pl and (0 2 are a pair of radial C °~ functions on R n and 
R m, respectively, each vanishing near the origin, but = 1 for large values of 
the argument. We then replace the given kernel K(x, y) by a smooth trun- 
cation 
/~(x, y) = K(x, y) ~l(x/ea)[ 1-- ~91(x/N1) ] ~2(y/~-2)[ 1 - ~2(y/~72)] 
with g and ?7 fixed. Observing that the estimates for/~ (i.e., (C.2) and (S.2)) 
are independent of g and P7, we prove (4.2) for/£, and then at the end of the 
argument we let g-~ 0, N~ oo, obtaining our desired result. To simplify 
notation we shall write K for/~. 
For a > --1 set ~'~(x) = (1 --]Xl2)C~Xlxl<l(X ) and let ~t~'°(x) = v/~(x/p) for 
p > 0. Our problem here is to show that 
sup I f ,  [K(1 -- qJ°'°'(x))(1 - q/o'o2(y))]l E r p 
01,02>0 
i f fGL  p. We shall use the techniques of [13] for the theorem on maximal 
functions on spheres, using the right g-function, expressing ~,~ as an average 
of dilates of ~ ,  fl > a and complex interpolation. 
607/45/2-2 
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To begin with introduce ¢p(l~(x) E C~°(R ") and ~0tZ)(y) E C~(Rm), with 
fR. ~o(')(x) dx=fRm q~2,(y) dy= 1, 
(o02 (Y) = p~m(o(2~(y/p2) , 
(o (~') ~> 0 supported inside the unit ball and let 
y)  = " q~o~ (Y)" 
Let a > 0. Then 
(.-~)f • [K(1 -- q/~'°(x))(1 -- q/"'°2(y))] 
(2) O) = f • [K(1 -- qt ~'0~ (y) *x ~°(plt)(x)] - - f  * K *y ~o02 (y) *x ego, (x)] 
+ {{[K(1 -- ~'~'°'(x))(1 - ~,~,O2(y))] _ f .  [K(1 - qd~'O=(y)) *x~°¢o',)(x)] } 
(2) -- { f *  [K*y~oo2 (y)(1 - gt'~'°'(x)] - - f *  [K * '-.2 °( ' *x ¢P(o', )(x)l}} 
(2) 1 + f * [{K *y ~Po2 (Y)}( - ~o,o, (x))] - f * [K * ~o~Z](y) * q~¢o"(x)] 
+ f * K * ~p~'~(x) * ~p~(y). 
Taken together, the terms enclosed in { } are clearly dominated by Ms(f) 
and the very last term is dominated by the non-tangential maximal function 
o f f  • K (in Theorem 6 we need to use the non-tangential maximal function, 
while here we could just as well dominate by Ms( f • K)c3LP). All other terms 
are of the form 
(1) (2) ( l) sup If * {[K(1 - ~,~,02(y)). ¢00, (x)] - [K • @.2 (Y) * ~°o, (x)]}l" 
O1,O2 
How do we handle this term? We consider the singular integral kernel H: 
R" × Rm-~ L2((0, c~): dp2/p2) defined by 
- (2)(X ~ H(x, Y)(P2) =K(x ,  y)[1 -- V~'°2(y)] -K  *, ~oo2 ~ y). 
As long as fl > -1 /2  this kernel satisfies all the estimates assumed in our 
Theorem 2 to yield a bounded convolution operator on L v. (We postpone the 
details until the end of this proof.) Now observe that 
f I ~'°2/°(y)p2t~+z-"(1 _p2),~-a-' dp 
and so 
[(K * (p(ol])(1 -- gt~'°2(y)) * f l  
[ (-1/O2 ~ 1/2 
~ool )(1 -- tff~'x/°(y)) * f l  2 dp <. c Jo I(K , ''> ) 
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if a > fl + 1/2, and this is less than or equal to 
If0 °° O) , f _  (K , .-,l), . .-(2)a 2~_~ 1e I( K *x ~Po,)(1 --  ~,~,O(y)) ~'o1 J ~ 'o  J * f l  
+ sup IK *x ~P~',' *y (°~f] * f[" 
Pl,P2>O 
~/2 
But the first term in braces is dominated by the vector maximal function in 
the x-variable applied to the vector function H ,  f. The second term is L p 
since it is dominated by Ms(K ,  f ) .  
We have now shown that 
II sup I f  * [K(1 -- ~,='°l(x))(1 -- ~'°=(y))]lt[ ~ ~ Cp I/flip 
01,02 
if Rea>0.  
Now, in order to finish the proof we show that 
N sup I f  * [K(1 - ~-.O(y)][ 112 <~ C Ilfllz 
0 
if Re a >--1/2. By complex interpolation this finishes the proof of 
Theorem 4. We, in turn, shall show this by proving that if we define an 
operator H by taking L2(R n X R m) functions into functions in L2(R n X R m) 
with values in L2((0, oo);, dp/p) defined by 
H(f)(x,  y)(,o) = f • [K(1 -- ~,~.O(y)) _ K *y ~%] 
then H is bounded for Re fl > --1. 
To see this, let r/(y) ~> 0 be a radial function on R m which is supported in 
the annulus ½ < l Y[ < 2 and is identically 1 near l y l=  I. We use r/to split H 
into two operators H = H 1 + H 2 where 
H, f (x ,  y)(p) =f ,  [K(1 - r/°)(1 - ~,~,O(y)) -- K *y ~Oo](X, y) 
and 
H2f(x, Y ) (P )=f  * [Kr/°(1 -- ~,)~,O](x, y). 
Now, the point is that H 1 is a vector singular integral in the sense that the 
corresponding vector-valued convolution kernel satisfies all the properties of 
Theorem 1, (Section 1) and hence is bounded. Although this is not the case 
for H2, it is not difficult to see that H: is bounded as well. To show this we 
require a simple lemma. 
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LEMMA. I f  J(y) is a CaMerdn-Zygmund kernel on R m, i.e., if 
(a) ~ J(y) dy = 0 
<lyl<~ 
C 
(b) IJ(y)l ~< lyl----~- , 
for all a < fl, 
and 
(c) I J (y+k)- J (y)[<~C lylrn+------'---~, 21k[ < [y[, 
and if Re fl > - 1 then the operator ] defined by 
i f (y ) (p )  = f • [Jr/°(1 - v/~,O(y))] 
is a bounded operator from L2(R ") to the space of all L z functions on R" 
with values in the Hilbert space Lz[(0, oo); dp/p]. 
Proof. This is a simple Fourier transform argument. By the Plancherel 
theorem 
II:fll 2 = . I Jf (g)lL=(a./.~ d  
= ~.m SO li(')12 'Jr/O-~'B'P)]^(')[2 ~ d, 
and this will be bounded by C ya~ I:(~)1 = de = Ilfll~ provided we show that 
(DO 
~i [[Jr/°(1 - q/~'°)]^({)lz dp 
P 
is bounded as a function of ~. This is clear, since by the dilation invariance 
of the estimates on J we see that {Jr:(1 - V:'")^(~)[ ~< O(p [~1), where Q(~) is 
a function satisfying 1/~(~)[ ~< Q(I~I) for all functions p(y) supported in the 
annulus ½ < l Y[ < 2 satisfying an L 1 Lipschitz condition 
I l p lh~ C (here 6 and C are fixed) 
and satisfying fR,~ P(Y)dy = 0. Furthermore, it is clear that we may choose 
such a majorant a to satisfy IQ(I~I)I ~ c '  L¢[ -~ for L¢I large and [Q([~I)I ~< 
C" [~[ for Ill small, so that the convergence of the integral f~ 1O(P)12(d:/:) 
is assured. Now, to show the L 2 boundedness of H 2 we argue from the 
lemma as follows. For each x ER  n consider the Calder6n-Zygmund 
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operator c~ which is convolution (in the y variable) with the kernel K(x, .). 
Then by the assumptions on the kernel K the map x~ c~ x is an operator 
valued Calderdn-Zygmund kernel in the x-variable. The lemma tells us that 
the map x ~Y ~ is also an operator valued Calderdn-Zygmund kernel in the 
x-variable. 
Now if f (x, y) is an L 2 function on R" × R m we let fx(y ) =f(x ,  y). The 
map x~Ffx  is then an L 2 valued function of the x-variable. We have that 
[IF * ~IIL~ ~< C' IIFIIL~, since the classical Calder6n-Zygmund theory extends 
to Hilbert space operator valued kernels (see [I 1 ]). To finish things, we have 
only to notice that for f C L2(Rn X Rm), IIflIL~(R"×Rm)= IlFllL~(ao~, and that 
F * ~(x)  = (H2f)x. Finally, we shall now show that the kernel 
H = H(x, Y, PE) =K(x,  y)(1 -- q/~,O~(y)) - -K  * y ~'o2~(2)'x~, YI'' 
satisfies the conditions (C.2) and (S.2) for functions which take their values 
in the Hilbert space LZ((O, oo); dp2/P2) and this will complete the proof of 
Theorem 4. 
We begin by making the following easily verified observations about 
K(x, y): 
C 1 
IK*y _ (2 )z_  __  (4.1) 
wo2 t+'y) l~ [xl n ~2'+lYl) m' 
(2) _ C p~2 
[g(x, y) - K .~ ~o ~ (x, Y)I ~< ixl ~ l Ylm+,~ (4.2) 
for [y[ >~ cP2, with some t/z > 0. 
Now write I ~- +I(Y) + +2(Y) + +3(Y), where +l is supported in 0 ~< lYl ~< ], 
+2 is supported in ½ <lyl~< 2, and ~3 is supported in l y l~  3, and all +; are 
assumed to be smooth. Write 
n = H,  + n~ + n, = n~,(y/p~) + n¢~(y/p~) + n2 ¢(y/p2). 
To estimate ]H~(x, Y)lL2~(o,o~);doJo2), observe that by (4.2) it is easily seen to 
be dominated by 
 /Ixl  1 
P2 ] lyl m+'2, 
so IH3(x, Y)I ~ C ]xf-" ly[ -m. Similarly, suing (4.1), we get IH,(x, Y)I 
C [xl -n ty[ -m. The estimate for H 2 reduces essentially to 
((zlr' (l _lYl2/p~)2'~ )  ~/2 Ixl-" vlyl/2 ]yl-m' 
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which is ~Clxl -" ly l  -m, if a>-½.  Combining the above we have 
IH( x, Y)I ~< C Ix l -"  lYl -m. The proof of the other properties required for H 
(i.e., (S.2) and (C.2)) are analogous. To show, e.g., that IA~H(x, Y)I ~< 
Clxl-" [kl"~lyl -m-~ for lyl >~ 21kl, and some n~' > 0 we replace (4.1) and 
(4.2), respectively, by 
and 
2 ,,~2)r,, C Ikl 1 ]AkK *y Y)I < - -  (4.1)' 
~'o2,~, [xl" Pz (P~+IYl) m 
1.42,[X(x,y)-K*yu,,,2~. , ~. ixl,  Ikr'~]pl'qlYl-m-"~ -'~' (4.2)' 
for lYl/> 2 Ikl, lYl > ep2, and for some r/~ > 0, r/2' > 0. The other conditions 
are obtained similarly. 
5. MAXIMAL THEOREMS FOR L log + L 
In this section we shall deal with maximal inequalities for truncated 
singular integrals acting on functions in the class L log + L. Here K(x, y) will 
be a kernel with support contained in {Ixl < 1} X {[yl < 1}= Q1. K will be 
C ~ away from the cross {x = 0} U {y = 0} and will satisfy 
IO;O~g(x,y)l~C,~,~lxl -"-''~' lyl -m-'~t for all a, fl. (1) 
fa< Ixl <b K(x, y) dx =- 0 for all 0 < a < b, and y E R m. (2) 
fa K(x, y) dy = 0 for all 0 < a < b, and x E R". 
<lyl<b 
We shall work with smooth truncations in the theorem below. These are 
defined by K~,~2(x, y)= K(x, y)[1 - Vii(x/el)][1 - qJz(y/e2)], where ~,, and 
qt 2 are smooth radial functions on R n and R m respectively, each equaling 1 
near the origin, and vanishing for sufficiently large values of their argument. 
THEOREM 5. Let f ~ L log+L(Q1) and K be as above. Let T J  = f * K~, 
where K~ is a smooth truncation of K, and e = (e~, e2). Let 
T ' f  (x, y) = sup I T~f(x, y)]. 
ei>O 
Then 
m{(x, y) C Q, I r* f  > a} ~< C IlflLL,og+L~ol). 
(2 
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Proof. Let us consider the funct ionf on Q2=/ ix l  < 2} × {[y[ < 2} and 
write 
f=f+fx  +f2,  where f,,f l CL  log + L(Q2), 
flxl<2jT(x, y) dx=O, Y E R m 
I (x, y) dy =o, 
yl<2 
x E R n and f l  depends only on x, f2 depends only on y. Then for (x, y) C Q1, 
T J=  T~. Therefore it suffices to show that m{T*s7 > a} ~< (C/a)[IfllL~og+L" 
Now an elementary computation using the maximal definition shows that 
fE  HP(Rn X R m) for p < 1. (For the H p theory on product domains used 
below, see Gundy and Stein [7] and Merryfield [9].) We now proceed to 
start the proof as in the L p case writing out 
f *  [g (1 -  ~Ul(X/el))(1- I//2(Y/C2))] exactly as in (,-~). Again the terms in 
braces are controlled by Ms(f) and since M s mapsL log+L boundedly to 
weak L 1 these terms are harmless. The term J~, K *x tp,, ,y tp~ 2is controlled 
by the nontangential maximal function o f f  * K. Now the proof of Theorem 2 
shows that i f f~  HP(R" × R")  then ] '*K will have its square function in 
LP(R" × R' ) .  Using the methods of Gundy and Stein [7] (where n = m = 1) 
we can show that the nontangential maximal function o f f *K  E L p (ifp < 1 
is close to 1) with [[(f* g)*[[Lp ~< C IlftlHp ~< C [[f[lLlog+L" The other terms in 
("0 are controlled by defining vector-valued kernels like 
t4 (x ,  y ) (p )  = K(x ,  Y )O - - K , , ¢o]. 
Here r/ is chosen so that for r > 0 
~'2(ry) = r ~l(ty) dt. 
Notice that since q/z is radial this determines r/by 
r/(r, 1) = ~ (rq/2(rl)), 
where 1 is any unit vector; as a result r/is C ~ and radial, is 1 near the origin 
and vanishes for large values of the argument. For the kernel H(x, y)(p), 
with values in L2((0,00); dp/p), we can show as before that f *H~ 
HP(R n × R r") with values in L2((0, 00); dp/p). Now we invoke the fact that 
if the square function of a Hilbert space valued function on R n × R m belongs 
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to L p then so does the nontangential maximal function (again the extension 
of the scalar case when n = m = 1 is rather routine) and we have 
II sup [q)ol *x f  * nl~2t~o.oo);do/ol[l~. 4 C Ilflkto~+~. 
o1>0 
Proceeding as in the L p case this yields 
C 




f * [K(1 -- ~'2(y/p2)] = ~o f * [K(1 - tl(y/e2)] deE. 
The theorem now follows from the following non-periodic version of the 
theorem on limits of sequences of operators [12]: Le t fE  L log + L(Q1). 
Suppose T . f=f ,  K n, where K ,  are kernels with uniformly bounded 
support. Assume supn I f *  Kn] (x, y )< oo a.e. for a l l f@L  log + L(Q1). Let 
Q1 c Q1- Then 
n .<C + m l(x, y) ~ Ol I sup IT.f  (x, Y)t > a } ~ ~- IlfllL,og L~o,)- 
This is in turn an easy consequence of the periodic case. 
We shall now give a simple proof of the version of Theorem 5 where the 
kernel K(x, y) is a product of the form Kl(X ) • Kz(Y) and where now 
K~,,,2(x, y) = K(x, y)(1 -- ZIxl <,l(X))(1 -- Zlyl< ~(Y))" 
THEOREM 6 (See C. Fefferman [4]). Let Kl(x ) and K2(Y ) be Calderdn- 
Zygmund kernels on R" and R m respectively. (Here we mean that 
c f. K,(x)dx <.<C, [K,(x)] ~< [x]---;' <lxl<~ 
and 
Clhl" 
IKl(x + h) -Kl(X)l < ixl.+. 
for [h I <~ Ixl/2, and similar assumptions on Kz(y)). Let f G L log + L(QI) 
and let 
T J (x ,  y) = f * K~I,~2(x, y). 
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Then 
e l  
m{(x, y) ~ Q11suplTJ(x, Y)I > a} <--[]fllL,og+L. a 
We shall require a preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA. l f  K(y), y E R m is a Calder6n-Zygmund kernel, then 
[If *y gll.,¢~.× R-~ 4 C [/fll.,<R. x R~)- 
(Here ,y denotes convolution in the y variable only.) 
Proof of Lemma. Let us compute the square function o f f  *y K: 
S~(f *y K)(x, y) 
f (  .,2 • . dp_, dp2 . 
=3j r [f *yK *xq]1o,*ygt~2 (x -s 'y - t ) ]  aSatp~+lp~+~, 
I xF2 
(here ~,(x, y) = ~,'(x) ~,~(y) and ~,l ~ C~(R~), ~ ~ C~(R ~) with f ~'i = 0). 
Now if we define a vector (L2(F~; dsdpl/p~-n)) valued function on 
R" × R m, F, given by 
F(x, y)(s, p) = f *x ~/1 (x - s, y) 
then 
S(y)tw K) (x ,y )=S, ( f  *yK), ~2 k" *y 
where e(y) o02 denotes the square function in the y variable. Then 
f., S : ( f  ,yK)(x, y) dy= ; R~ °o2e(Y)" ~..,y K)(x, y) dy ~ C ll(F ,yK)xHH,(R,,).P 
But convolution on R m with K preserves vector valued H p so this is 
<. C" fRm °°2c(Y)PtF~lxt Jt , Y) dy. 
But (Y~ v " So2 (F) -- So(f) and so YR~ SAf  *, K)(x, y) dy < C fRm S2(f)(x, y) dy. 
Integrating in x completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of the Theorem. As in Theorem 5 we may assume 
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famf(x,y) dy=O for all xCR" ,  fR, f (x ,y )dx=O for all y~R m so that 
f E HP(R n X R m) for p < 1. Then it is easy to see that 
sup I f *  K,1,821 < Mx(sup I f *y  Kz,~2I)+My(sup If*xg,,8,l) 
81~82 82 ~2 
+M~Myf+ sup I gO~l *x ¢p~2 *y f *  K I. 
The first three terms are clearly in weak L 1, and the last term is dominated 
by the nontangential maximal function of an H p function and so is in L p, 
p < 1. The proof is now concluded by applying the limits of sequences of 
operator theorems just as in Theorem 5. 
6. SOME EXAMPLES 
The class of examples of singular integrals we shall discuss in some detail 
are those that are suggested by the study of the operators arising in some 
boundary-value problems and the c~-Neumann problem in particular. (See 
Phong and Stein [10, Sect. 4].) A very particular example is as follows. We 
consider R ~ × R 1 (i.e., m = 1) and let 
x k 1 
g(x, y) = (ixl 2 + yE)~n+l)/2 iXl2 + iy" 
This kernel is a product of kernels each of which is homogeneous with 
differing types O f homogeneity. Let us consider this situation more generally. 
Assume that we are given two sets of (one-parameter) dilations on 
R n × R m. The first is 
(x, y) ~ (~x, ~ay), all ~ > 0, (6.1) 
for some fixed a > 0. The second is 
(x, y) -+ (~bx, fly), all f > 0. (6.2) 
for some fixed b > 0. 
We consider K on R n × R m given by K(x, y)-~Kl(x, y) • K2(x, y), where 
K 1 is homogeneous of degree --n with respect to (6.1), and K z is 
homogeneous of degree --m with respect to (6.2). Both K 1 and K 2 are 
assumed smooth outside the origin.~ In addition to this, some cancellation 
conditions must be required. The simplest are 
KI(x, 0)  has mean-value zero on the unit sphere of R". (6.3) 
i A close examination of the arguments below shows that one merely needs to require 
H61der continuity of both K J and K 2 away from the origin. 
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Similarly 
g2(0, y) has mean-value zero on the unit sphere of R m. (6.3') 
A further cancellation condition must be imposed which does not follow 
from (6.3) and (6.3'), namely, 
]- K(x,y) dxdy <~A, all O<a I <a  2, O<fll <f12" I ,,~,<ixl<o~>~,<lyl<& (6.4) 
(observe that for the examples described above these conditions are easily 
verified; here a = 1, b = ½.) 
PROPOSITION. Assume that the kernel K satisfies all the conditions 
described above. Then it satisfies the hypotheses and hence the conclusion of 
the corollaries of Theorems 1, 2, and 3. 




~X°' COY ~ Kl(x,y)  ~a~,~(ixl C lYl,/~)-, ,~-a,~l 
c3oL+13 
c~x,, c~ye, KI(x, Y) ~A,~,~lxl -"-'~' lYl -'~l 
Similarly, using the homogeneity (6.2), we get 
'3x'~ OY ~ K2(x,y) ~<a~,~lxl-,O, [y[-m-le, I 
Therefore by Leibniz's rule 
c~x '~ cOy3 g(x, y) <A~,~ Ixl - " -~  [y[-m-I/31. (6.5) 
Next suppose Kz(y ) = f,~l < ixl <,~ K(x, y) dy. We want to show that 
(a) ]g2(y)l <~a ]yl-m, (6.6) 
(b) [VyK2(y)] <A [yl-m-,. 
We consider the case when lYl~< 1, and make the assumption that 
1/a ~ b. (Reversing the inequality l Y[ ~< 1 and/or the inequality 1/a >/b leads 
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to parallel estimates.) Under the assumptions we have just made, 
0 < [y[im ~ [y[b ~ 1. Now write Kz(y ) as a sum of three integrals, taken 
over the sets S~, $2, $3 c R'.  Here 
and 
s~ = {a~ ~ Ixl ~ lyl'/a}, 
with lyll/'~ <~ a, <~ a2 <~ly[ b, 
Hence, on $2 
To compute fs K we note that first term contributes O, the second is 
bounded by 
K2(x,Y)=K2(O,y)+O (~) .  
K=KIK  z =Kl(x,O)K2(O,y) + O([x[ "+~]Y/ m-b) 
+ O(lyl--m+l IxI-n-a ). 
Ix J -n+ldx=A ]yl -m, 
$3 = {lyl ~ ~ Ixl ~ a2}. 
(One or more of these sets may actually be empty.) For $1 we use the fact 
that [KII~A [y[-./a and [K2[~A [y[-m. Thus 
~s2'K[~A (Afx,<ly,~/ dx) 'y ' -m=A"Y'  -m" 
For S 3 we use the estimate [KI[ ~<A [x]-", [K21 ~A [xl -m/b. So 
fs Ii l<.Af, ixl- lxl-OJ ex=A, lyt m. 
3 x[~[Yl b 
For $2, since [x[/> ly[ l/a, then we can write (using homogeneity) that 
{lyJ 
Kl(x, y) = ~'(x, 0) + o ~ i--~-+-~- 1.
Similarly, since Ix] <~]y[b, we have 
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and the third by 
lYl-m+lfxl~lyl Ixl-n-a dx= a lyl-m 
This proves (6.6)(a). The proof of (6.6)(b) is similar. It is not hard to see 
that (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6) (and its analogue with x replace by y) imply all 
the cancellation and size conditions required by the hypotheses for 
Theorems 1, 2, and 3. 
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